KLEENEX® and SCOTT* Compact Hand Towel

The Space Saving Hand Drying Solution

The KLEENEX® and SCOTT* Compact Towel system fits in tight spaces that traditional towel dispensers cannot. The stylish modern dispensers provide touchless hand drying for superior standards of hygiene.

Benefits of KLEENEX® and SCOTT* Compact Hand Towel

**HYGIENE/IMAGE**
- Compact dispensers are ideal for tight spaces and can be placed where they’re needed to encourage hand washing.
- Only the towel used is touched for maximum hygiene.
- Dispenser keeps towel clean and hygienic prior to use.
- A choice of stylish dispensers to enhance your facility.

**EASY MAINTENANCE**
- Viewing window for more efficient servicing.
- Easy to load dispenser can be topped-up for lower maintenance and reduced risk of run outs.
- SCOTT* Low Wet Strength Compact Towel is ideal for washrooms experiencing plumbing problems due to hand towel being flushed down the toilet.

**COST CONTROL**
- Towels dispense one sheet at a time, reducing waste and overuse.
- Sheets dispense fully opened for effective drying and economy.
- Dispensers are key lockable to deter pilferage and misuse, or snaplock for ease of servicing.
Support and Quality Guaranteed

Guarantee of satisfaction

Our 'no-quibble' guarantee, covering all Kimberly-Clark Professional Products, assures you of trouble-free performance by our recommended systems. The quality and consistency of our products allows us to offer a money-back or replacement of stock guarantee.

Guaranteed Support

We are proud of our after sales service. Our national network of distributors and sales representatives are on hand when you need them, they answer to any query you may have is just a phone call away.

Australia 1800 647 994    New Zealand 0800 447 814

www.kcprofessional.com
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